Coke & Pepsi  A classic! We’ve added some additional touches to make it more exciting (additional call outs
& actions, Bar/Bat’s Name, freeze, etc)

Levitation – Each kid brings a chair into the center of the dance floor into one big circle. Each kid will sit
sideways on the chair and slowly lean back to rest on the knees of their partner. One by one the chair is removed
from underneath them so that they are balancing on each other. Game continues to either all the chairs are pulled
out and everyone is still holding each other up or until the circle breaks with a fall.

Huggy Bear  A multiple game of numbers: kids group themselves by category or number called, gradually
eliminating everyone and leaving two winners.

Singled Out  It’s a game to see who of your friends know you the best, based on your hobbies, interests,
lifestyle, things you like to do, place to go, etc.

Music Challenge  5‐8 groups compete with word challenge (sing a song with a particular word), other
challenges in game are topic, descriptive, oldie, sing‐along, charade, etc.

Say What Karaoke  Several groups compete at singing and performing to a song against each other. Play off
between 2 groups may include old school songs.

Lip Service  Several groups compete at lip‐syncing a bunch of songs against each other. Game judged on lip
sync ability and style.

Trivia/Name that Tune  4 Groups; each group to answer correctly gets a point. Kids may run to adults for
answers if necessary. Team with highest score wins.

Quest  Seeking items from guests, quickly returning with the item to a chair, musical chairs style.
Mummy Wrap  Wrap individual with toilet paper, the most realistic and creative mummy wins.
Dance Contest – Swing, Hip‐Hop, Break Dancing, etc
Hoops – Most accurate shooter wins; knockout.
Hula Hoop Pass – Holding hands in a circle while passing the hula hoop through their body.
Hats, Bats & Balloons – 4 groups circling a bat 5 times then going into the center to pop the balloons
without using their hands.

Pajama Party – 3‐4 kids dressed in giant pajamas. The object is to blow up & stuff balloons in the pajama.
Most inflated & most balloons win.

